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Take control of
your sanitization
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NEXGEN® on-site chlorine
generators disinfect your pool
water while minimizing water use
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of surfaces or hand sanitizers.
Replace conventional chemicals
and take control of cleanliness
compliance to protect members.
To learn more about these
products, visit chlorking.com or
call us today at 1.800.536.8180.

EDITOR'S DESK

To 2020:
Bye, Felicia
W

hat a year it’s been! I think it’s safe to say
that we’re all looking forward to leaving
2020 behind us and hoping that 2021 brings
us health and happiness.
As it currently stands, it looks as if we’ll get
the first part of our wish: Pfizer recently announced that its coronavirus vaccine is more
than 90% effective, and it won’t be too long
before it’s available to the country. What a relief it will be to go back to normal, to be able
to have all aquatics facilities open and bathers
back in the water again!
But before the year ends, we want to celebrate 10 facilities that were not only able to
operate, but thrive amidst the coronavirus
pandemic. They earned kudos in all areas of
the Best of Aquatics program, from lifeguard
management and training to programming
and social media. To honor those who excelled in getting their facilities up and running
safely during the pandemic, we added a special COVID-19 Response award this year.
The effort put forth by these 10 facilities
was extraordinary. I hope you’ll join me in

congratulating and honoring them at the virtual AOAP event in February.
Before we end the year, I’d also like to give
a special thank you to our Lifesavers columnist, Pete DeQuincy. In this issue, he shares
his experience with managing the incredible
stress that comes with being a lifeguard and
first responder, and why it’s so important to
reach out for help. It’s a topic that’s addressed
only occasionally in this industry, and I appreciate Pete’s honesty and willingness to share
his deeply personal story.
So with that, let’s promise to give colleagues
and staff the support and care they deserve as
we all get back in the water in 2021!

Joanne McClain
Editor-in-Chief
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NEWS ROOM
AOAP to Hold Virtual Conference in 2021
by Rebecca Robledo The Association of
Aquatic Professionals added itself to the list of
organizations taking their conferences online,
showing that this trend will carry into 2021.
Every major trade show and conference
after March went virtual this year, with many
hoping in-person events would come back next
year. But AOAP has to convert its February
conference to a virtual format after being faced
with untenable capacity restrictions, said AOAP
Executive Director/CEO Juliene Hefter. Exhibit
hall capacities would be capped at 200, just
enough to accommodate the average exhibitor
staff count, without attendees.
“We were going to do everything we could
to hold it in person, being that we were hearing
from a lot of people that they are very passionate
about aquatics and wanted to be in person,”
she said. Once they heard about the capacity
limits, “that made our decision for us,” she said.
Attendees at the AOAP conference are

a tight-knit, social bunch, so a platform
was chosen to allow plenty of networking
opportunities, Hefter said. The team is even
exploring how to offer the annual Cork Pull and
Silent Auction. Swim Series 1 and 2, and Builda-Pool also will be offered as pre- and postconference programming.
And look for Aquatics International’s awards
session, where we recognize our Best of
Aquatics and Power Issue honorees.

NDPA Event Goes Online for Second Year
The National Drowning Prevention Alliance has
decided to take its conference online again.
The organization cited the unpredictable and
protracted nature of the COVID-19 pandemic.
“We believe it is the best decision for our
attendees, speakers, sponsors, and our
organization,” the group said. “[This] will allow
our conference team over five months to plan
and organize a conference that will no-doubt
be even better than last year’s event.”
The NDPA conference was the first to pivot
due to the pandemic. Last spring, it had a scant

three weeks to convert formats when it became
clear that venues would have to shut down.
Even so, the organization presented 60 sessions
and reported a 30% increase in attendance over
the previous year.
The 2021 event will take place March 29 to
April 1. In addition to a full slate of educational
sessions and keynotes, the conference will
feature a day focused on the U.S. National
Water Safety Action Plan. Networking events
will be featured, and the NDPA plans to
enhance its interactive exhibit hall.
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WWA Presents Annual Awards at Conference
At its virtual conference, the World Waterpark
Association named the winners of its
achievement awards.
• The Al Turner Memorial Commitment to
Excellence Award went to George Deines
of Counsilman-Hunsaker, working out of
Richardson, Texas.
• Kari (Tjader) Manev of Orlando-based
Liftopia received the Executive Board Award.
• The Kelly Ogle Memorial Safety Award went to
Wess Long of StarGuard ELITE in Orlando.
• Top winners of the Wave Review marketing
competition were SoundWaves at Gaylord
Opryland Resort, Nashville, Tenn.; Adventure
Park Geelong, Wallington, Victoria, Australia;
and Typhoon Texas Waterpark, Katy, Texas.
• More than 30 companies received the
Leading Edge Award.

As reported last month, Jim Basala of Deep
River Waterpark and Jim Dunn of Aquatic
Development Group were inducted into the
Hall of Fame.
The next WWA Annual Symposium &
Trade Show takes place Oct. 19-22, 2021 in
San Antonio.

Gonzales Takes Helm as
PHTA Chairman

VivoAquatics Receives
CMAHC Certification

The Pool & Hot Tub
Alliance Board has begun
its new term, with a new
chairman. Franceen
Gonzales, Americas
executive vice president
Franceen Gonzales
of business development
for waterpark company WhiteWater West in
Richmond, B.C., moved from chairman-elect
to the top post. The 30-year aquatics veteran
started as a pool technician and lifeguard
and has worked in executive positions for
Great Wolf Resorts, Six Flags and Golfland
Entertainment Centers.

VivoAquatics, a firm that maintains commercial
pools, has been certified by the Council for the
Model Aquatic Health Code for compliance
with CDC safety standards on the company’s
aquatic management platform. The company
received the designation for its VivoPoint, a
smart technology program that connects
commercial pools, spas, and waterfeatures to
chemical automation and real-time monitoring.
Launched in 2018, the CMAHC certification
program helps educate the public about
products and services that meet the standards
in the Model Aquatic Health Code, the federal
pool model code administered by the CDC.
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MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL
PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION
When it developed its COVID-19
reopening plan, the MarylandNational Capital Park and Planning Commission (M-NCPPC)
weighed many of the same solutions as aquatics facilities around
the country. But, with a commitment to include a wide variety of
voices in the strategy building,
the team realized that two of the
popular ideas wouldn’t work for
the community it serves.
The M-NCPPC’s clientele in
Prince George’s County, Md. are
largely Black and Hispanic — 64%

and approximately 20% respectively — and don’t have as much access to resources that other communities might take for granted.
For instance, in looking at ways
to reduce contact as much as
possible, the team considered
requiring online reservations, only
taking payment via credit card.
But not all customers have a
credit or internet access. “Although,
the intent was in the right place ...
it presented another potential barrier to access for our pool patrons
who regularly use cash for their

admissions,” says Tara Eggleston
Stewart, M-NCPPC’s division chief,
aquatics and athletic facilities.
They arrived at a compromise:
Cash would be allowed at three of
the jurisdiction’s seven open pools.
Advance registration would still be
required, however they could be arranged in person at the facility. The
three centers were chosen so the
county’s 900,000 residents would
have one nearby, with locations in
the northern, central and southern
area. Two were among the largest
and most popular.
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MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK
AND PLANNING COMMISSION

Strict guidelines were followed
to ensure employee safety. Personal protective equipment was used,
including gloves, when handling
cash. Staffers remained behind
plexiglass and wore face shields.
The programming question
The community’s needs also came
into play when deciding what type
of programming to offer upon reopening. Here, management considered another popular choice –
accommodating only lap swimming
during Phase One, since it’s easier
to control and more conducive to
social distancing. But lap swimming
requires a certain skill level and the
ability to can swim continuously.
That didn’t necessarily apply here.
“[Our] demographics are known

nationally not to have the highest
level of swimming ability and skill,”
Eggleston-Stewart says.
The team agreed to offer a combination of lap and general recreation swimming. To facilitate social
distancing during recreation swimming and throughout the centers,
M-NCPPC capped occupancy at
50 customers, regardless of facility
size. This fell well under the capacities allowed by local health officials.
“We knew we could handle
50 people safely,” EgglestonStewart says. “That would allow
for enough spacing of pool furniture, or just in the water so people
could move around and feel like
they still had space between them
and [other patrons].”
Everybody had to plan quick-

ly and without any precedent to
guide them. For the M-NCPPC,
involving as many as possible in
the planning was key to considering these various sensitivities.
“A lot of times, organizations
may just say that the leadership
team is responsible for the reopening plan,” Eggleston-Stewart
says. “But COVID-19 really introduced a very difficult and unique
dynamic that required more collaboration. The facility managers
are very close to their facilities
— they know their patrons and
staff well — so it was important
that we had their input and that
they felt a part of the process in
developing this plan.”
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• To make the facilities as accessible as possible to the largely
minority community, the team
allowed cash and in-person payments at three of seven facilities.
• To accommodate less advanced swimmers, both lap and
general recreation swimming
were allowed upon reopening.
• In order to consider all perspectives, input was taken from as
many as possible.
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PROVO
RECREATION
CENTER
LIFEGUARD TRAINING

With a staff of 130 — mostly teenagers — trainees can get lost. So
the team at Provo Recreation Center developed a lifeguard training
program meant to allow for smaller
groups and hold their attention.
The Lifeguard Challenge Program spans over eight weeks and
consists of 15-minute training and
skills-practice sessions before every work shift. The groups are
naturally smaller, consisting of
that particular shift. And holding shorter, but more frequent,
sessions makes the information
more digestible. “These small, intimate groups keep them using less
pool space and equipment, and
we don’t have to wait another two
weeks to a month to do training,”

says Cathy Smits, aquatic facilities supervisor for Provo City, in
Provo, Utah.
The sessions may be short, but
the training time adds up: “They
might work four shifts in a week,
so they’d have an hour training just
for that week,” Smits says.
A different skill is addressed
each week, allowing guards to

fine-tune within that time.
The supervisor on duty will
present the training before the
shift. Lifeguards must be ready to
go 15 minutes before their shifts.
If a lifeguard works a double
shift, they receive the training
twice. Each shift supervisor decides how to convey the information. Some will present lectures,
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PROVO RECREATION CENTER

while others may use videos, quizzes, drills or relays, hands-on practice or employ games and skits.
“You hear it from different supervisors in different ways,” Smits
says. Since each person learns
in their own way, she adds, one
instructor might reach a particular
lifeguard differently than the other.
Holistic approach
The lifeguard skills training is
mandatory. However, guards also
can take part in optional training,
called Bonus Skills and Fitness
Skills. The first concerns customer service, covering such skills as
handling the awkwardness that

comes when one patron complains about another breast feeding in public, or disputes about
lane sharing. Lifeguards attend
these sessions on their own time.
To boost the fun factor, trainees can win prizes for completing
all mandatory and optional training during a given week. Grand
prizes are awarded at a finale
event when lifeguards complete
all training for the eight-week sessions. Prizes can include cash,
gift cards, swag, days off, cafe
bucks and schedule preferences.
Each eight-week Lifeguard Challenge is given a theme, which have
included, among others, Survivor,

Harry Potter, Mario Party, Disney,
and Marvel versus DC Comics.
Team activities based on the theme
boost enthusiasm and team spirit.
During one Survivor-themed Challenge, teams had contests creating
their team flags, doing a team scavenger hunt, and a suitcase escape
room (taking clues from a suitcase
for the solution).
This year, due to the pandemic, Provo couldn’t incorporate the
theming, but they did continue with
the 15-minute training sessions,
finding ways to follow social-distancing and other safety protocol.
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• Through the eight-week Lifeguard Challenge Program,
trainees receive 15 minutes of
instruction before every shift. At
that rate, the training time quickly
adds up.
• Optional training is available for
handling customer-service issues
and developing fitness skills. Participation is rewarded with prizes.
• Theming and fun contests, such
as team flag design competitions,
left, help the staff bond.
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PHILLIP WEST AQUATICS CENTER
In developing the COVID reopening
plan for Phillip West Aquatics Center, the team at the City of American
Canyon (Calif.) had to meet two
goals: Establish guidelines to keep
everybody safe, and run a program
that paid for itself through user fees.
The pandemic hit the city budget
hard, leaving it unable to help.
Joedy Michael, aquatics supervisor for City of American Canyon’s
Parks and Recreation Department,
developed an extensive draft of
pool operational guidelines and
submitted it to local officials. In

short order, the county released
its guidance and pool operation
guidelines, which closely mirrored
City of American Canyon’s.
Facility management had three
weeks to bring part-time lifeguards
out of unpaid furlough and train
them on the extensive sanitation
protocol, which required thorough
cleaning and disinfection in the 15
minutes between sessions.
Capacities were reduced and
instructors worked on-deck rather
than in the water. The facility’s layout was adjusted to allow space for

social distancing and a one-way
traffic flow. Signage, graphics and
website content communicated the
changes and new protocol to visitors. Class registration was moved
to the website and over the phone
to remove cash transactions.
A three-phase reopening plan
helped the facility and users ease
back into use safely. The first phase,
begun in mid-June, included programs that naturally provided for
social distancing – lap swimming
and water aerobics. Lap swimmers
followed USA Swimming guidelines.

PHOTOS COURTESY CITY OF AMERICAN CANYON
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PHILLIP WEST AQUATICS CENTER

This first phase provided a breakingin period for staff to become accustomed to the new facility layout and
cleaning procedures before introducing more high-use programming.
After a week, Phase Two took
effect, re-integrating swim team
pool rentals and limited open swim.
During the third week, Phase Three
was rolled out, taking the facility to
its maximum allowable capacity and
including programs for all swimming
levels. Swim lessons took place daily,
while open swim was available six
days a week. More swim team pool
rentals, water aerobics courses and
lap swim opportunities were offered.
While capacity was limited to 25%,

the schedule closely resembled pre- manikins, and brought people from
pandemic times.
their own household for portions
where social distancing was not
Training and preparation
possible. During multi-rescuer porInstructors also had to learn how tions training, all rescuers had PPE,
to teach from the deck. Lifeguards small group cohorts were used and
and instructors received training keep the same instructors.
Thanks to all the planning and
on child development and learned
how to teach parents to work with hard work, the center served a
their children. To prepare them, broader range of swimmers than
they role-played various scenarios. normal, even if fewer could attend.
The team was able to hold a life- It was able to serve all ages, abilities
guard training class. Following guid- and swimming levels. “This was the
ance from the American Red Cross, greatest continuum of swimmers we
they moved 90% of the instruction have hosted in our small facility at
online. During the in-person por- one time,” Michael says.
tion, all lifeguards received their own
personal protective equipment and
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• A three-phase re-opening plan
provided a breaking-in period for
staff to learn the new procedures.
• Gradually the center offered virtually all its regular programming.
This plan allowed the facility to
pay for itself, as the city couldn't
contribute to the budget.
• To maintain social distancing
in swim classes, non-swimmers
needed a parent in the water with
them, and platforms and other
equipment were used in-water to
separate the children.

Oh, the endless days!
Gathered together
Reveling in the joy of play.
Where watery wonders excite us
Unite us
And invite us to set our imaginations free.

To learn more and inspire your outdoors, visit aquatix.playlsi.com.
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DENNIS MALONE AQUATICS CENTER
The staff at Dennis Malone Aquatics Center has developed a multifaceted lifeguard training program
that emphasizes time flexibility,
respect and compassion, as well
as appealing to the younger learners and their attention span.
A first resonder by training,
Aquatics Supervisor Jaimie Clout
wanted to develop a training program that integrates continuing
education similar to what she had
experienced. This would take
lifeguards above and beyond
the minimal certification and in-

service requirements.
The year-round facility breaks
the year up into four seasons
that correspond with sports, to
make things easier for athletes
who participate in team sports.
To outline this continuing education, Clout and her team provide each guard with a training
checklist each season. Printed on
8 ½-by-11-inch card stock, the list
contains eight training sessions,
which guards can attend at their
convenience. This system not only
better prepares them for their jobs,

but also gives the ambitious crowd
something to aspire to, and allows
scheduling flexibility.
“It’s something different, it
gives them something to be held
accountable for and helps them
see where they are,” Clout says.
As a delivery system, Clout
created a virtual classroom, called
The Learning Lifeguard, which
contains hundreds of training opportunities, as well as materials
such as handouts, PDFs, information on topics such as bloodborne pathogens, department
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DENNIS MALONE AQUATICS CENTER

policies, sexual-harassment training, CDC guidelines and anything
COVID-related.
It’s great for newly hired lifeguards, who will receive assignments to complete when their
schedule allows.
Aside from virtual instruction,
managers and instructors employ “lean learning,” with training
provided in frequent, bite-sized
modules to suit shorter attention
spans. They might learn in a threeto-five-minute safety talk, a twoto-three-sentence email addressing a safety topic, or even a text
message with a brief reminder.

“They’re just small, tangible points
that are concise and allow for the
lifeguards to really take it in but
not have to overthink,” Clout says.
Overarching philosophy
The team also provides a more
emotionally safe environment
when it comes to providing feedback, correction or discipline.
They do this by providing immediate feedback, rather than having
them go through an entire scenario
before presenting a laundry list of
mistakes. Handling one thing at a
time helps them focus. But there’s
also an emotional component.

“It’s an opportunity for somebody
to feel less frustrated, because
they’re feeling more coached versus disciplined,” Clout says.
This marks a cultural change
that’s taken place. When Clout first
trained, it was presented in a military fashion, where mistakes brought
near-humiliation. That only makes
guards timid and afraid of making a
mistake. “You can’t have lifeguards
who are afraid to act,” she says. “The
answer is empowering them, [and]
standing right next to them so they
know that you’re truly there for them.”
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• A virtual training system allows
lifeguards to undergo instruction
on their schedule.
• Trainers focus on providing feedback and criticism so it feels like
coaching rather than discipline.
Small bursts of instruction keep
things interesting and focused.
• Managers observe and ask how
their lifeguards learn best, then
tailor some lessons to them.
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TARGETED
PROGRAMMING

Aquatics managers for The City
of Round Rock (Texas) noticed a
strange thing.
Few of their entry-level pool
attendants were moving up the
food chain to become lifeguards.
Clearly they liked being part of the
team. They seemed to enjoy being close to the water and working
with the patrons, as they managed the gate, controlled crowds
and supported the lifeguards.
The teens seemed perfectly
placed to nurture an aquatics career. In the spirit of retention, the
city even offers lifeguard training
classes for free to the pool attendants. So why didn’t more than
one in 100 pool attendants take
the next step each year?

Through investigation and deduction, they came to a conclusion:
The attendants didn’t feel confident
in their swimming and water skills.
Managers noticed that PAs would
regularly begin to take the lifeguard
training class, but would either exit
after the first session or be forced
out when they couldn’t meet the
skills requirements.

“You have these kids excited
to be lifeguards,” says Nichole
Bohner, aquatics division manager for the City of Round Rock.
“They come and try, but then they
lose all their spirit about it. We
wanted to take that energy and
excitement and harness it.”
But the PAs didn’t want to
take a standard swimming class

PHOTOS COURTESY CITY OF ROUND ROCK
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CITY OF ROUND ROCK PARKS AND RECREATION

alongside small children. “We saw
there was a hole, so we decided
we’re going to fill that with a training program,” Bohner says.
Tailored solution
Bohner, Aquatics Supervisor
Michelle Weydert, and the team
of lifeguard instructors developed a program where pool attendants could build the skills
necessary to pass the prerequisites in the lifeguard training.
The month-long program lead
up to the week-long lifeguard
training class.
PAs could share the experi-

ences and frustrations of learning
the skills at their age, bonding
them closer together and creating a true sense of accomplishment. “Making the class ... a social activity where enrollees can
experience the process with team
mates their own age has been
one of the keys to the program's
success,” Bohner says.
They’re also easily integrated
into the lifeguard staff. From the
time they’re hired, pool attendants
are invited to attend in-service
trainings. To keep things digestible for these novices, PAs are
only permitted during segments

that address simpler skills so they
aren't overwhelmed by higherlevel skills such as extractions.
“We’re strategic about what
part of in-services they can come
be apart of,” Bohner says.
Once they become certified
lifeguards, they earn another $1
per hour — $2 per hour if they
work at a waterpark. They also
become the most enthusiastic
advocates of an aquatics division
that invested in them.
“We’ve gotten our investment
back tenfold,” Bohner says.
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• A special training program
teaches pool attendants the
swimming and water skills they
need to enter lifeguard training.
• Teens who haven’t learned to
swim often never do. In addition
to preparing PAs for a promotion, the special training helped
impart a life skill that they otherwise might not ever gain.
• Besides the promotion and
pay bump, converted pool attendants become some of the
most enthusiastic advocates for
the aquatics program.
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FARMERS
BRANCH
AQUATIC
CENTER
SOCIAL MEDIA

With all the uncertainty generated by the stay-at-home orders
in March, the permanent and
seasonal staff at Farmers Branch
Aquatics Center suffered a blow
to their morale.
Events that had taken months
to plan were now cancelled, and
the normally bustling center was
now empty. “The staff felt lost
and confused about the journey
ahead,” says Aquatics Manager
Paul Macias. “But the team quickly realized that the members of
the Farmers Branch community
were feeling the same way.”
So they decided to continue
hosting the Farmers Branch community, only through social media.
In quick order, the facility’s

Facebook and Instagram accounts
were used to post videos and pictures meant to educate, connect,
keep employees and community
members abreast of what’s going
on — and lighten spirits.
They found ways to convert
some of their regular programs
into social media events. For instance, every summer the cen-

ter holds a program called Ribbit Reading, where staff reads
to children poolside. During the
pandemic, Ribbit Reading (named
as a tip of the hat to the center’s
frog mascot), became a Monday
virtual event. To read, a staffer
who aspires to be a teacher was
chosen. Given a list of themes
for each week, including animals,

PHOTOS COURTESY FARMERS BRANCH AQUATIC CENTER
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FARMERS BRANCH AQUATIC CENTER

water safety and the anniversary
of women’s suffrage, she found
her favorite children’s books to
match. Her younger brother filmed
her reading a book each week,
often from her home. The video
was posted each Monday.
Macias hopes that Ribbit
Reading can go back to its inperson, poolside format next
summer. But in the off-season,
he expects to continue sharing
the readings via social media.
The center had to forego another
yearly event, Easter Egg Splash.
Here, children search for plastic
eggs hidden throughout the facil-

ity, then turn in their findings for
candy, toys and prizes. The team
maintained the spirit of Easter Egg
Splash through a photo campaign
and food drive: They solicited food
donations for a local food bank,
gifting donors with plastic eggs filled
with candy. More than 200 cans
were collected and more than 1,000
eggs given. Staff decorated the facility for Easter and posted pictures.
Community members were encouraged to share photos of their own
Easter decor and celebrations.
Lifting spirits in-house
As seasonal lifeguards and em-

ployees waited for their jobs to
open up, they could keep track
of things by plugging into Farmers Branch’s social media accounts. For full-time staff who
felt the isolation of working at
home, the act of generating and
suggesting ideas for social media campaigns proved a true
morale booster, Macias says.
“We wanted to give them something to do and an opportunity
to be part of the community,”
he says. “So it was a joy to see
them embracing it.”
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• Farmers Branch Aquatic Center
used its social media platforms
to fill in for the sense of community lost when it had to close.
• The team posted weekly videotaped children's-book readings
to replace a program that normally took place poolside.
• To lift the spirits of high school
seniors on staff who missed their
prom and graduation ceremonies,
the center composed congratulatory posts for individual seniors,
with a photo and list of honors
and accomplishments.

CITY OF DES MOINES
“This was the year of flexibility.”
That’s how the City of Des
Moines described 2020. It could
not have been put better.
Faced with the COVID-19
pandemic, the team considered
a number of options: Maybe just
shutter aquatics for the year, to
help flatten the curve. Or perhaps
only offer swimming lessons, as
an essential service to help safeguard local children when they
visit local ponds and lakes.
But to completely close seemed
like robbing the community, says

Austin Tasler, recreation supervisor
for the City of Des Moines Department of Parks and Recreation. The
team wanted to offer jobs to local
teens. And they didn’t want children
to miss out on crucial stages of their
learning. “This might be the year of
that break-through swim lesson,
where one kid finally figures out
how to move his arms and legs and
now is confident in his swimming
ability,” Tasler says.
After weighing the options, management decided to open three
out of five facilities, offering swim

lessons, lap swimming and fitness
classes, as they have immediate
health benefits and are easier to
control in terms of social distancing.
“We were building the plane
as we were flying it,” Tasler says.
To staff needed lifeguards
without the ability to offer certification classes, the team called on
former employees and others who
had already earned their certifications. Orientations and trainings
were limited to 20 employees at
a time, in keeping with the mayor’s capacity allowances. Guards

PHOTOS COURTESY CITY OF DES MOINES
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were issued their own equipment partnerships with local swim and
to avoid cross-contamination.
water polo teams, also with modifications. Only three teams were
Close control
accommodated, rather than the
To help locals plan their trips, the normal six. They had to follow USA
city’s website featured a patron Swim guidelines and submit their
count feature showing how many own COVID-19 safety plans before
were at the facility at a given time. they could use the facilities. They
It also showed lane availability, so entered through a separate gate
potential visitors could see in ad- to help with social distancing.
vance whether or not there were
A cleaning spot was added
openings. This especially helped, to the lifeguard rotation to make
given that only one person was al- sure high-touch points were conlowed per lane.
stantly maintained, and the staff
Swim-class ratios were kept sanitized between each program.
at 1:3, and parents could to join if A three-stage foaming gun was
they wanted to provide hands-on used to clean the facility, rescue
assistance to their children.
equipment, swim lesson supplies
The team maintained some and aqua fitness gear.

When a member of one of the
swim teams tested positive for
COVID-19 (out of nearly 20,000
visitors for the summer), that
particular center shut down for
24 hours, and the aquatic staff
partnered with the local fire department to thoroughly sanitize
before reopening.
“These new policies and procedures did have a big impact financially but was outweighed by the
importance of providing a service
for our community to have a safe
place to swim, learn to swim, and
recreate when they did not have
many other outlets,” Tasler says.
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• Guards were issued their
own equipment to avoid crosscontamination.
• A cleaning spot was added to
the lifeguard rotation so they could
constantly sanitize high-touch
points throughout the facility and
clean between each program.
• Swim lessons and aquatic
fitness classes were taught by
instructors wearing face shields.
When the facilities first reopened,
the teachers tried masks, but they
weren’t as suited to the water.

Upgrade to the latest in
high tech pool performance
Delivering clear and sparkling water time and time again!
Pulsar® Precision

Pulsar® Acid Plus
Pulsar® Infinity

Pulsar® pH Control
Pulsar® Spin Touch

1-800-4-PULSAR
www.pulsarsystems.net

THE
WOODLANDS
TOWNSHIP
LIFEGUARD TRAINING

In a normal year, The Woodlands
employs approximately 350 lifeguards. This presents a tall order
when it comes to training.
The team strives to maintain consistency among its sizable staff. It
largely accomplishes this through
the lifeguard coordinator, who oversees department-wide training and
plans in-services to be taught by
instructors at all 14 facilities.
To put all 350 lifeguards through
their training, the township normally
holds 15 lifeguard classes of 30 to
40 students each. These sessions
take place from December through
July. Once the pandemic became
a fact of life, this training scenario
was no longer possible.
This year, the township operated

seven of its 14 pools and kept 150
guards on staff. It also provided
lifeguard training, with several safety
measures in place. Class sizes were
limited to 18 students, each led by
two instructors. They were then
broken up further so no more than
10 people occupied a space and
could practice socially distancing.
Students wrote their names on

their masks and received their own
adult and infant manikins to last
throughout the class. At the end of
each day of instruction, manikins
were sanitized and marked with
name tags to prevent confusion
about whom they belong to. After
the group completes the class, the
faces and lungs on each manikin
are changed.

PHOTOS COURTESY THE WOODLANDS TOWNSHIP
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THE WOODLANDS TOWNSHIP

Maintaining standards
To enable so many classes, the
township needed more lifeguard
instructors. Several existing
staffers trained for that role to fill
the void, building a team of three
certified lifeguard instructor
trainers and 25 lifeguard instructors. This allowed the township
to increase sessions with minimal impact on payroll.
Throughout the season, the
team was able to maintain its rigorous auditing schedule. Each
facility is audited once a week

by a zone leader, who oversees
multiple facilities.
Pool supervisors also must perform three different audits per week
on their own facilities and prepare
reports on the findings and areas
for improvement. In addition, four
of the pools underwent auditing by
external auditing services this year.
Every lifeguard is meant to be
audited at least three times per
season. Despite the hardships
brought on by the pandemic, individual lifeguards were audited
an average of 4.5 times in 2020.

The Woodlands also adds
some fun into its training. Lifeguards participate in competition practices every year — one
between facilities within the
township (internal), and another
against opponents from other jurisdictions (external). Preparation
involves weekly training so they’re
up to the more extreme scenarios.
This year, the external competition
wasn’t possible, but the township
did hold its internal games.
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• Frequent audits from different
sources are performed on each
facility and individual lifeguard.
• Smaller lifeguard training
classes during the pandemic
meant more lifeguard training
classes than normal. To handle
the extra load without expanding the payroll, existing staffers trained to become certified
lifeguard instructors.
• The township put several safety
measures in place so it could
safely train its lifeguard staff
during the pandemic.

GREENVILLE COUNTY RECREATION
When communicating with the
public about operations during
the pandemic, the team at Greenville County Recreation needed to
walk the line between two schools
of potential visitors — those who
believed extreme caution should
be taken and who might even
harbor anxiety about the virus;
and others who wanted to open
society back up, with perhaps a
baseline assurance that measures
were taken to protect users.
To introduce its COVID response to both groups, the staff

created two videos. Both provided a look at what the facilities
would look like. One lasted three
minutes and provided a quick look
at the protective protocol, while
the other clocked in at 12 minutes
and provided a detailed tour of the
facilities, with in-depth explanations about signage, sanitation
and social distancing.
“We went out of our way to
show exactly what it’s going to look
like when you arrive, where the arrows will point you, how clean the
bathrooms will be, what lanes will

be open, what amenities would
be open,” says Bob Mihalic, governmental affairs coordinator for
Greenville County, S.C. “We have
everything, down to how we’ve
been cleaning the bathrooms.”
To further calm more cautious
observers, the county posted
photos addressing individual
issues throughout the season.
Leading up to reopening day,
for instance, they emphasized
their deep cleaning protocol and
encouraged use of online ticket
purchases to skip lines.

PHOTOS COURTESY GREENVILLE COUNTY
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The absolute most
amazing conference for
aquatic exhibitors. This
is our first time here
and we will definitely be
coming back every year.
It has been our best show
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The AOAP Conference
brings together a wide
variety of organizations
and individuals sharing
information and
products in order to
raise the standard of
professionalism and
safety throughout the
aquatics industry.
When you come back
from the conference,
you are not only more
educated about aquatic
topics, but are also
more pumped about
your job and eager to
try new ideas.
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For more info contact: Miriam Lynch | miriam@diversityinaquatics.org | 703.409.9962

GREENVILLE COUNTY RECREATION

Constant adjustments
Throughout summer, the staff monitored the mood of the community.
When COVID cases were spiking,
social media posts focused on their
commitment to safety. When the
numbers let up and moods lightened, posts would emphasize the
mental and physical health benefits
of visiting one of Greenville’s aquatics facilities.
They relied mostly on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube, using the different platforms
based on whom they wanted to
reach. To quell parents’ concerns

about safety and the like, they
would employ Facebook. Instagram and YouTube were used
used to appeal to the kids. Longer videos were posted on Facebook, while the quick, fun hits
were placed on Instagram.
While the circumstances of this
year were unique — hopefully,
occurring once in a lifetime —
Mihalic says Greenville Parks and
Recreation learned some lessons
and may use similar techniques
even post-pandemic.
“I think we’re learning that you
really can’t give out too much infor-

mation,” he says. “It’s one thing to
say we’re doing everything, but we
needed to show that we were doing
everything. Where people may be
a little nervous, be as transparent
as possible, show them everything
you’ve got going on, and maybe
that can ease their concerns.”
After COVID-19 concerns have
passed, he says, the team may
create similar videos just to share
what the experience is like to use
the facilities — perhaps a tour of
the property and amenities.
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• The team provided different
levels of information appealing
both to those who were anxious
about the pandemic, and others
who just wanted to get on with
their lives.
• Facebook was used to convey
more serious information and
reach adults. Instagram and
YouTube were used to appeal to
the kids.
• Video tours not only assured
visitors by showing safety protocol, they also set the tone for
patron behavior.

CITY OF
TEMECULA
TARGETED
PROGRAMMING

The City of Temecula, Calif. was
able to offer aquatics programming for part of 2020. But like virtually every other aquatics sector
or facility, it had limited resources.
Having to work with a pareddown staff and significantly reduced facility capacity, the program wouldn’t be able to put its
junior lifeguards on deck, where
they normally would help lifeguards and swim instructors.
But junior lifeguard training still
ranked high on the priority list of
offerings. For one thing, the team
wanted to offer an opportunity to
connect with like-minded teens
during a time of isolation. But,
at least as important, this was a
way for the city to address the top

concern in the aquatics community — how to queue up capable
lifeguards for 2021 after missing a
year of training and recruitment.
Kristen Post, senior lead guard
for the City of Temecula, led the
charge to convert the junior lifeguard program into something
feasible during the days of COVID.
She came up with a hybrid on-

line/in-person instruction program
meant to give trainees a leg up
next spring, as well as to bond with
their potential future coworkers.
“A lot of the participants in that
program have a strong desire to
help the community, and because
of that desire, they tend to want to
be in communities,” says Melissa
Davis, aquatics supervisor II for

PHOTOS COURTESY CITY OF TEMECULA
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CITY OF TEMECULA

the City of Temecula. “We felt by
offering that program, we could
provide that space.”
Expert hybrid
The team utilized two platforms for
the virtual portion of the program.
Meetings or classes themselves
would take place over Zoom,
while videos were viewed ahead
of class via Google Classroom.
“We found that trying to play
videos over Zoom would be glitchy,”
Post says. “It was easier for them
to watch ahead of time, then hold

the in-class discussion via Zoom.”
Videos from the American Red
Cross’ junior lifeguard program
were used, while Post and the
team created Powerpoint presentations and other materials for the
classes. The team wanted social
elements during the meetings to
help students avoid Zoom fatigue,
so each session began with a
fun ice-breaker activity, such as
an in-home scavenger hunt or a
game of I Spy. To foster bonding
and provide an avenue for shy
students to participate, Zoom

breakout rooms were utilized.
Here, smaller groups would form
on the platform to discuss a particular topic.
After the virtual portion, and
once the city's pools could open,
students attended the in-person
portion of training.
To the team’s encouragement,
approximately 30 teenagers signed
up — a good percentage of the 4045 who participate in a normal year.
Every one finished the program.
— REBECCA ROBLEDO

HIGHLIGHTS
• Students watched assigned
videos over Google Classroom
before they attended each
Zoom class.
• The team utilized Zoom's
Breakout Room feature to form
smaller discussion groups and
enhance bonding.
• With all 30 students passing
the program, the city now has
that many potential lifeguards
for 2021.

LIFESAVERS
Mental Health in These Times
As Pete DeQuincy’s personal experience shows, it’s
important to acknowledge the life-altering effects of stress
and trauma, and seek help when needed.
by Pete DeQuincy I can only speak from my
perspective, but I feel a lot stress these days
— stress from work, home life and current
world affairs.
I wish I could say that I managed better, but I
recently found myself eating a pint of Ben & Jerry’s ice cream at 9 o’clock in the morning. It was
my way of coping with an unusually bad start to
second-grade distance learning, a poor internet
connection, and blocked access to a virtual field
trip to the Atlanta Aquarium. After several days
and pints of Phish Food, we got into the aquarium and enjoyed viewing the whale sharks.
LIVING WITH STRESS AND TRAUMA
I can laugh about that morning now, but stress
and its negative effects on mental health are
real. I have been dealing with post traumatic
stress since 1990. The origin comes from being
on scene at multiple drownings. At some of the
incidents, I was a responding lifeguard who assisted in recovering the victims. At others, I was
the on-duty supervisor who responded to the
drownings that occurred at one of my facilities.
In this role, I oversaw the care of my staff. Now
as the aquatic manager, I respond to drownings
that occur at all bodies of water within the East
Bay Regional Park District. I provide support
to our staff within police, fire, and lifeguards, to
family members of victims, and lastly, as an ad
hoc public information officer to the media.
I’ve been dealing with drownings for a good
part of my life, but I didn’t realize how the stress
affected me. It starts with the nightmares that
immediately followed each drowning. They

eventually would become less frequent, yet the
nagging guilt would arise. The guilt and the desire to have control over future outcomes led me
to become an Emergency Medical Technician
(EMT). Becoming an EMT led me to work on an
ambulance for five years. The exposure to more
trauma led to emotional numbness and the inability to sleep through the night. I found myself
comparing my traumatic events to others’ experiences and internally judged myself as being
worthy of the guilt and the pain.
With every traumatic event, my emotional
backpack got heavier and heavier. As the emotional weight increased, so did the numbness.
It led to the desire to isolate myself and, at the
same time, the need to be judged worthy of love
and value. I became quick to judge and quick
to lose my temper. It cost me my first marriage.
However, I wasn’t at my bottom yet. I still
needed to accrue tens of thousands of dollars

LIFESAVERS

of debt from an uncompleted master’s program, credit cards and gambling. In 2006, I secured a permanent job as an aquatic supervisor
and access to a park residence on the side of a
mountain. It had no electricity, no drinkable water, a propane gas stove, four gas lights and a
gas refrigerator. I thought this was ideal — isolated and remote. I lived there for five and a half
years. If you knew me back then, you couldn’t
tell from my exterior that I was in pain.
I remember a night that followed a recent
drowning, where I woke up in a great amount
of pain. Apparently, I had clenched down on
my teeth so hard in my sleep that I shattered
one of my molars. The immediate fix: a mouthguard. The long-term fix: a dental implant.

dispatcher who received the initial call for the
San Bruno pipeline explosion in 2010. I remembered that incident. I remembered being outside
and looking across the peninsula at a black column of smoke wondering what it was.
The dispatcher finished sharing, and the instructor, an EMS worker from 9/11, asked if anyone else wanted to speak. I raised my hand. I
didn’t know what I was going to say. I just started
talking and crying. I cried about all the dead children I’d seen and failed to save. I cried about all
the pain I had within me, that weighed me down.
And I cried about how I refused to let go of that
pain because it shaped me. It defined me. It
made me who I was. It provided comfort when
nothing else could. And if I gave it up, I would be
lost, alone, a nobody. I looked at the instructor
MAKING THE CONNECTION
and saw that she understood and knew my pain.
My turning point came when I was assigned to I looked around and saw that everyone there unattend a training to become a member of our derstood. It was the first time I didn’t feel alone.
Peer Support Team. At the time, I didn’t know
what Peer Support was. As defined by the Inter- MESSAGE FOR THESE TIMES
national Association of Chiefs of Police: “The goal Now I see a therapist on a consistent basis. I’ve
of Peer Support is to provide all public safety em- gone through three therapists. Each provided
ployees in an agency the opportunity to receive me with what I needed at the time. My current
emotional and tangible support through times of therapist helps me quite a bit in wrapping my
personal or professional crisis and to help antici- head around the chaos of this pandemic and to
pate and address potential difficulties.”
manage my stress. I wish I could say that I don’t
During the training, I was paired with a po- carry any of the pain anymore, but I do. Just not
lice officer from Palo Alto, Calif., and one activ- as much, and I try not to let my pain and stress
ity required us to share what we were currently have such a destructive impact in my life. It is an
dealing with. My partner shared with me his ongoing process, an ongoing journey.
difficulties dealing with an uptick in suicides of
It is so important right now to ask yourself,
teenagers. The method of suicide was stepping your family members and co-workers how they
in front of moving trains. He told me this, and I are doing. It’s okay to say not good; it’s okay to
didn’t know what to say — I was at a complete share; it’s okay to ask for help. We should talk
loss. I tried to connect but I floundered. The in- about how we feel. We should talk about the difstructor called us back in. I was numb to what ficulties we have coping with what is happening
was just shared with me. The instructor asked if around us. Even if we cannot physically connect
someone wanted to share, and a woman across with one another, we can connect emotionally.
from me raised her hand. She’s a dispatcher and
As I often remind myself, I am reminding you:
she began to relay her experience as the lone You are not alone. You are loved. You are valued.

PRODUCT FOCUS
The Equipment Room
A

B

C

D

A) AquaCal AutoPilot

Product: Great Big
Bopper Heat Pump
Features: the GBB is
a real commercial sized
heat pump that heats and
cools large commercial
swimming pools with up
to a half million BTUs in
one single unit; it can now
be controlled remotely
with the PoolSync Wi-Fi
Controller and app
Contact: aquacal.com

B) BECS Technology

Product:
BECSys Controllers
Features: BECSys
controllers offers easyto-use water chemistry
controls, equipment
room controls and CO2
feed systems; includes
integral Gbit Ethernet
with EZConnect, Total
Alkalinity, monitoring and
control, VFD interface,
BECSys Now mobile app
and BECSys for Windows
PC software;
Contact: becs.com

C) ChlorKing

Product: NEXGEN
Features: ChlorKing’s
newest NEXGEN onsite
chlorine generation
systems uses a patented
technology that uses
pool water to generate
chlorine; less water is
required to produce
sufficient chlorine for
disinfection, and the
ratio of salt to pounds
of chlorine produced is
lower
Contact:
chlorking.com

D) ControlOMatic

Product: PoolWarden
Chemical Controller with
True DPD
Features: the Pool
Warden controller with a
TrueDPD accessory takes
the guesswork out of
having to “hand-measure”
free chlorine; allows for
true PPM monitoring and
control without ORP/
pH conversion; ability
to measure, adjust and
deliver chemicals
Contact:
controlomatic.com

PRODUCT FOCUS

E

F

G

H

E) Evoqua Water

Technologies
Product:
Wafer UV System
Features: the Wafer
UV system comes with
a significantly reduced
maintenance envelope
to fit the tightest of
mechanical rooms; easy
to install; UV can help
reduce chloramines and
act as an effective barrier
for cryptosporidium and
other emerging chlorine
resistant microorganisms
such as Giardia
Contact: evoqua.com

F) Natare Corp.

Product: MicroFlo
Vacuum Sand Filter
Features: constructed
from stainless steel and
furnished as complete
circulation and filtration
systems engineered to
specific pool volume and
turnover requirements; VS
filter modular construction
eliminates costly site
installation and offers
quick installation with 25year warranties
Contact: natare.com

G) Pentair

Product: MASTERTEMP
Features: improved
with a new bronze
header design of
thermal regulator and
bypass valve for easy
servicing without use of
special tools; all internal
components are now
plastic for lightweight,
corrosion-resistance;
faster heat up times with
highly efficient air and gas
mixture; certified for low
NOx emissions
Contact: pentair.com

H) Recreonics
Product: Blue-White
Flex-Flo Metering Pumps
Features: Blue-White’s
Flex-Flo peristaltic
metering pumps feature
a patented tube failure
detection system that
senses a tube rupture
and automatically shuts
the pump down and
activates an alarm; NSF
listed and self-priming,
with standard solid state
output adjustments in
60-second cycles
Contact:
recreonics.com

PRODUCT FOCUS

I

J

K

L

I) Rola-Chem

Product: Pro Series
300, Pro Series RTM
Features: newly
designed weather
resistant enclosure,
fully digital timer and
control components
plus expanded mounting
provisions for faster,
more flexible installations;
quick-release cover
for fast tubing access,
threeway switch controls
timer/off/continuous, selfpriming pump
Contact:
rolachem.com

J) Speck PumpsPool Products
Product: Normblock
Multi 125/250
Features: the
Normblock Multi
125/250 is a plastic
pool pump available
in 20, 25 and 30
HP; no epoxy coating
required; assembled and
performance wet tested in
Jacksonville, Fla.
Contact:
usa.speck-pumps.com

K) Waterco
Product: Hydrostar
Plus Pump
Features: built for
aquatic facilities,
waterparks and large
commercial swimming
pools, Hydrostar
Plus pumps are high
performance, corrosionfree thermoplastic pumps;
designed for maximum
efficiency
Contact: waterco.us

L) Wateropolis Corp.
Product: Ceraflow-70
Ceramic Filter Media
Features: Ceraflow-70
is the first and only
granular filter sand proven
to remove > 90% of
crypto sized particles
from swimming pools
without the use of filtration
chemicals, per maker;
it backwashes with less
water than sand
Contact:
wateropolis.com

PRODUCT FOCUS
Design, Theming and Business Services
A

B

C

D

A) Aquatic

Design Group
Product: Aquatics
Architecture and
Engineering
Features: provides
programming, planning,
design, and engineering
for competitive and
recreational aquatic
facilities; established in
1984, designed over
3,000 projects around
the globe
Contact:
aquaticdesigngroup.
com

B) Counsilman-

Hunsaker
Product: Aquatic
Architectural Design
Features: firm offers
aquatic architectural
design, engineering
audits, feasibility studies,
operations consulting,
and HydroApps, a suite of
web-based applications
to assist with aquatic
operations and risk
management
Contact:
counsilmanhunsaker.
com

C) Creative Polymers

Product: Splash Armor
Features: this high
performance polyurethane
coating system will not
caulk or color fade for
years, per maker; Splash
Armor can be rolled or
sprayed and comes in
numerous colors; this
system is extremely
chlorine and chemical
resistant.
Contact:
waterparktech.com

D) Daldorado

Product: DalLUX Stone
& Tile Support System
Features: stone and tile
add natural beauty and
is prized for its strength
and durability; Daldorado
DalLUXTM stone and
tile support grate system
allows designers to bring
the deck to the water’s
edge for aesthetics and
functionality
Contact:
daldorado.com
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E) Openaire

Product: Roof
Features: retractable
roof and enclosure
solutions for waterparks
and aquatic facilities;
each structure is custom
designed, built and
installed; aluminum
frame system and a
selection of high quality
glazing materials are
available; roof opens at
the touch of a button
Contact:
openaire.com

F) ProSlide

Technology
Product: Dueling
PipelineBLAST/
FlyingSAUCER Water
Coaster
Features: designed with
open low-separator walls
that allow riders to see/
hear their competitors;
riders race through
tight turns powered by
ProSlide-exclusive BLAST
jet propulsion technology;
FlyingSAUCER features
an intense “drop and
dive” sensation
Contact: proslide.com

G) S.R. Smith

Product: Swim wall
Features: company's
SwimWall Systems help
maximize pool space
and allow a variety of
aquatic activities to take
place simultaneously;
operating by the simple
displacement of water
and air, SwimWalls can
segment pool space in a
matter of seconds
Contact:
srsmith.com/
swimwallsystems

H) Water Odyssey
Product: Customization
for splash pads
Features: expanded
customization capabilities
allows the creation of
themed designs to
match the spirit of any
facility, from slides and
waterfeatures to unique
stainless steel features;
reflect the personality of
any community, park,
or sports and recreation
facility
Contact:
waterodyssey.com

Mobile WaterLink ® SpinTouch ® lab
The Mobile WaterLink® Spin Touch® (code 3581) water analysis lab
is designed to be used on-site by pool operators and service professionals. The precise photometer can measure 10 different tests in just
60 seconds to obtain perfect water chemistry. All the tests results can
be viewed on the touchscreen or can be transferred into our WaterLink® Solutions PRO water analysis program. To learn more about this
innovative lab, please visit our website.

lamotte.com/pool | 800.344.3100

TAKE YOUR POOL TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Take your pool to the next level with Speck’s Model 95. Complex designs like
waterfalls and negative edges require specially made pumps to function properly.
Don’t shortchange your customer with multiple, smaller, louder pumps, contact the
experts at Speck, who will guide you through your design phase.

https://usa.speck-pumps.com/model-95/

SENTRY LIFEGUARD CHAIRS

JUST GOT BIGGER

S.R.Smith’s Sentry Lifeguard Chairs are designed to add both form and
function to the pool deck, and now are available in a 66” seat height!
•

Strong, durable marine-grade HDPE

•

Umbrella and cup holders, optional wheel kits

•

30”, 42” & 66” seat heights
Scan in Style with Sentry Lifeguard Chairs

srsmith.com/commercial | 800.824.4387

Industry news and information, exclusive online
features, searchable product directory, extensive
classified listings. Get up to speed today!
aquaticsintl.com
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